Bolle Prescription Sunglasses: Choice
of the Wise
A Bolle prescription sunglasses review for those new to the brand
Among the leading names in global eyewear markets, Bolle is among the oldest and the most popular.
They produce glasses, goggles, face shields, and accessories for all types of customers using their
products in all types of settings.
We keep the full range of Bolle products available for our customers because this brand is always in
demand.
 Bolle prescription sunglasses come in many designs and frame colors. Customers have many
options when it comes to the appearance of their sunglasses.
 Bolle is serving the tactical, everyday, industrial, safety, and sports eyewear markets, building
specialized products for every segment.
 Bolle produces high quality products and sells them on very competitive prices through
authorized dealers.
Bolle and its products are much more than that. They are where most other brands want to be.
This is what every Bolle prescription sunglasses review will say about the brand and their remarkable
products.

Bolle’s Variety in Rx Product Lines
Bolle has developed a reputation as a reliable manufacturer of eyewear in all major market segments.
To serve all these market segments, Bolle has to understand the needs of each category of customer.
Only through thorough market research can a brand produce good quality products for multiple market
segments.
Another thing that adds to this level of product quality is the research Bolle does on new processes and
materials. Bolle Rx labs conduct tests and experiments to find new and better ways to give their
customers more value for their money.
Over a history that spans over 50 years of their presence in the optical solutions industry, Bolle has built
specialized product lines for many market segments.
Following is some description of how Bolle has categorized their product lines.
 PURPOSE: There is a long-term need for Rx sunglasses in all consumer segments. Based on
these major purposes, Bolle prescription sunglasses are divided into the following:

The products introduced in the performance category are sturdy
and durable. They look sleek and stylish but have sturdy frames
Performance
and structures. They come in both glasses and goggles form and
are recommended for motorcycling, racing, and other sports.
Specially named Bolle-Safety, the products in this category are
specialized to suit industrial environments where the eyes and face
Industry
are at risk. A quick Bolle prescription sunglasses review will show
you Bolle has dedicated products for many industries.
The products in this line are built to look good and endure impact
Outdoor and flex in outdoor settings. The lenses on a Bolle frame out of
this category are built to last.
The chic design and vivid appearance of these products make
them well suited to the urban lifestyle and the modern workplace
Lifestyle
during the day. With added style, these products carry the same
quality of lenses and vision as any other Bolle product line.
 ACTIVITIES: In terms of activities, Bolle has built a number of kinds of glasses and goggles to fit
your need of adventure.
 CYCLING: Bolle prescription cycling glasses are made for the performance rider. Whether
you compete or ride for fun or fitness, your eyes will be safe with Bolle.
 SPORTS : Bolle prescription sunglasses now have specialized products for many sports,
including tennis, skiing, golf, and others. Choose for your aspiration.
 MARINE: If you are a seaman or sailor, your needs for the protection of your eyes and
vision will be different from others and Bolle is ready for you.
 CLIMBING: Similarly, the needs of a mountain climber are specific when it comes to what
they wear on their eyes. Bolle prescription sunglasses review tells us Bolle made a few
products for this activity too.
 SIZES: Bolle sunglasses with Rx comes in three standard sizes and fits:
 Small
 Medium
 Large
 LENS TYPE: Innovative technology has led Bolle to design patented performance features for
its lenses too. Two kind of lenses are available for your Bolle eyeglasses:
 B-Clear Premium Optics - NXT® Lens
 B-20.3 Polycarbonate Lens
 LENS TECHNOLOGIES: Similarly, depending on your specific protection needs, you may want
any of the following innovative features for your lenses:
 Modulator™ Photochromic Lenses






Polarized Lenses
Anti-Fog Treatment
Oleophobic or Hydrophobic Treatment
Anti-Reflective Treatment
 FRAME AND LENSES COLORS: Bolle prescription sunglasses come in a wide variety of frame
color patterns and lenses color options.

Finding the Ideal Pair Of Bolle Rx Glasses
Selection of the perfect pair of Bolle sunglasses becomes easy with such organization. All these product
lines and options for features you may want for your glasses make the job easier.
All you have to do is begin from the top of the list we have provided above and start with choosing the
long-term purpose of new pair of glasses.
Once you have that sorted out with the activity you need these glasses for, you will be able to choose
the rest of the options quite easily.

Rule the Road with Bolle Prescription Cycling Glasses
When it comes to sports, the category of sunglasses where Bolle has been winning most hearts is
cycling. Bolle prescription cycling glasses take away the handicap of poor sight with perfectly focused
and clear vision.
Specially treated lenses and frame designs cut off unwanted light and wind while you fly through the
track.

[Insert Your Brand] & Bolle Prescription Sunglasses
At [Insert your brand], we have always kept a strong relationship with Bolle products. They are popular
and sell. So, we keep our inventory stocked with the full range of Bolle’s sunglasses, equipment, and
accessories.
As a Bolle authorized dealer, we deliver authentic products and accessories to our customers. Our
customer support team is always around to help our visitors and customers.
Why waste time? Order your Bolle polarized safety sunglasses today!

